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“The past has disappeared…no future is in sight”

Three Summer Days
Running Time: 100 mins.
Rights Available: Worldwide excluding Yugoslavia
Original Language: Serbo-Croat w/English subtitles
Director: Mirjana Vukomanovic
Official Yugoslav Entry for the Foreign Language Academy Awards
Grand Prix Winner (Best Film): Rome, Kiev, Athens, Cottbus, Banja Luki, Herceg Novi, Montpellier
Description:
A grim tale of the hardships suffered by two young friends who have no home to return to after the end
of the ‘lost war’ and, as a result, make their way to a Belgrade characterized by food shortages,
corruption and the ‘new trends’ that have come with the end of Communism and the ostracism of Serbia.
All the same, Sergije (who is Croatian) and Nikola (who comes from Bosnia) manage to find jobs of a
kind – as lifeguards on Lake Sava, where they become dependent on ‘Madame’, a local fixer who
organizes and deals in everything. As the hot days continue, Sergije falls in love with Sonya, who has
turned to prostitution to support her younger brother and sister.
The film, which was written by veteran screenwriter Gordan Mihic (Time Of The Gypsies, Tango
Argentino, Someone Else’s America), has won multiple film festival prizes around the world including
Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actress and Best Screenplay. The award-winning
filmmaker Mirjana Vukomanovic comes from television where she is known for her children’s
programming, tv series, entertainment shows and documentaries.
Connoisseurs of Yugoslav film will be pleased to see the return of Milena Dravic – star of such Dusan
Makavejev movies as WR: Mysteries Of The Organism and Sweet Movie – in the role of Sonya’s
stepmother, while most of the rest of the cast played in Emir Kusturica’s Cannes prize-winner
Underground.
Hargrove Entertainment is an international distribution and production company supplying
programming to the theatrical, television, video, educational and new media markets worldwide.

